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Virtual Presence
How to Help Virtual Teams 
Create Authentic Connections



Virtual Presence
Virtual presence is the ability to authentically connect and lead with true 

influence without the luxury of in-person communication.

In a survey of business leaders at the Global 
Leadership Summit in London, 34% said more 
than half of their company’s full-time 
workforce would be working remotely by 
2020.�*U�T�IFSF�

Technology is changing the way businesses operate. More and more employees are working and collaborating 
from different locations—across time zones and countries, or even just across town. Telecommuting, working 
from home, remote workers, virtual teams—whatever you call it, this reality presents an entirely new set of 
challenges for leaders and employees alike. 

After all, just because the technology exists to make virtual teams possible doesn’t guarantee it will be 
successful. Within many organizations today, meetings are unproductive, collaboration and communication 
are suffering, and remote employees feel disconnected, unengaged, and undervalued. Help your leaders 
develop the leadership, communication, and relationship-building skills and habits they need to connect with 
their virtual teams.
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Understand the Importance 
of Allowing Employees to 
Work Remotely

1.

• ',"'4'"3�*'27
• "#$',#"�#6.#!2�2'-,1
• �20312ň

5IPVHI�UIFSF�BSF�complexities BTTPDJBUFE�XJUI�remote workJOH, UPEBZ�T�FOWJSPONFOU�JT�DMFBSMZ�FNCSBDJOH�
this option.
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Higher employee engagement is linked to working remotely.
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Working remotely actually increases productivity.
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Plan Virtual 
Meetings for 
Collaboration 
and Inclusion

2.

Be respectful of different time zones.

Many businesses make global and satellite offices bend to North American hours. �&'*#�2&'1�'1�-$2#,�
$-0�4�*'"�0#�1-,1ŉ�'2�!�,� #�4#07�207',%�$-0�4'023�*�#+.*-7##1ň Instead, find times that work best for all 
parties involved. It’s important to make sure that one person or team doesn’t feel like they’re the ones 
having to sacrifice every time. This may mean occasionally having to set meetings outside your normal 
business hours, but this gesture will go a long way in making these team members feel valued and 
building social capital. Try to plan meetings with teams in other time zones further out in advance 
than you normally would. This will ensure that your calendar doesn’t fill up and knock out the only 
times that work for them.

Use video whenever possible.

�!!-0"',%�2-�2&#��-!'�*��!'#,!#��#1#�0!&��#25-0)ŉ�Ĉćē�-$�.#-.*#��0#�4'13�*�*#�0,#01ň��1',%�
4'"#-�2#!&,-*-%7�.0-4'"#1�2&#�.#0$#!2�5�7�2-�!-,,#!2�$�!#Ŝ2-Ŝ$�!#��,"�*--)��2�2&#�1�+#�1!0##,�
$0-+��$�0ň��'"#-�'++#"'�2#*7�'+.0-4#1�#,%�%#+#,2�-,���4�0'#27�-$�*#4#*1� #!�31#�'2

• �llows participants to put faces with names
•  &elps .#-.*#�easily conveyĴunderstand meaning through facial expressions and body language
• discourages multitasking.

Use agendas as strategic communication tools.

Agendas should be more than just a list of itemized topics; they should be strategic tools that set 
the tone of a meeting, help you share your vision, and encourage participation. To achieve this, 
include desired outcomes, key decisions to be made, and a list of attendees in addition to topics of 
discussion. Sending your agendas in advance of meetings, while requiring a little more forethought, 
will allow your team to better prepare responses, contributions, and updates. This will also help 
quieter, more reserved colleagues find their opportunities to speak up.
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Take a moment before starting 
to get present and focused.

Log in a few minutes early in case you encounter 
unexpected snags with your technology. Review 
your agenda. As you reach for the phone to join 
the call, take a deep, steadying breath. Having 
a moment to breathe before dialing in will help 
clear your head and allow you to stay flexible 
and focused on the call. Taking a minute to make 
yourself truly present before a call also shows 
others on the call that you recognize their time 
is valuable and want to be the most productive 
version of yourself. 

Create a visual reminder of who’s 
on a conference call.

There are times when you might have a mixed 
group of in-person and virtual meeting participants. 
Video conferencing is a great way to encourage 
engagement and cohesiveness in such a situation, 
but if you don’t have access to video, write the 
names of call participants on a whiteboard or type 
them and share your screen so everyone can see the 
list. The visual reminder will help you include all 
participants, not just the ones you can see, and keep 
everyone feeling connected as a unit.

Keep attendee numbers 
appropriate for your meeting 
purpose.

People tend to be more alert and productive 
when there are fewer people on a call, and 
this makes it easier for them to contribute. 
�,4'2',%�+-0#�than five or six participants should 
be reserved for “push” calls, where the message 
is communicated directly rather than being open 
for discussion. If you really need more people 
participating, make sure the moderator clearly 
sets the agenda and focuses on facilitating a 
discussion that engages all participants. If you’re 
using meeting software, take advantage of all the 
tools available, including polling, Q&A, chat 
boxes, and handŜraisingŉ to keep the meeting 
interactive and ensure everyone stays tuned in 
and can play an active role.

Answer the “Who, What, Where, 
How, and By When” at the 
conclusion of a meeting.

�2ő1�1�$#�2-�1�7�2&�2�+-12�-$�31�&�4#�$�**#,�4'!2'+�
2-�2#00' *7�',#$$#!2'4#�+##2',%1ň��,�$�!2ŉ�2&#�%*- �*�
#.'"#+'!�-$�3,.0-"3!2'4#�+##2',%1�5�12#1��,�
�4#0�%#�-$�Čąĉ� '**'-,�.#0�7#�0ň���)#�7-301�
+-0#�#$$#!2'4#� 7�!*#�0*7�!-++3,'!�2',%�
#6.#!2�2'-,1ŉ�0#1.-,1' '*'2'#1ŉ��,"�2'+#*',#1�2-�
&#*.�#,130#�2&�2�#4#07-,#�'1�-,�2&#�1�+#�.�%#ň�
�,"�!�**1��,"�+##2',%1�5'2&�!*#�0ŉ�#6.*'!'2�
',1203!2'-,1�1-�2#�+�+#+ #01�3,"#012�,"�5&-ő1�
0#1.-,1' *#�$-0�5&�2��,"�2&#�1.#!'$'!�2�1)1�-,�
2&#'0�2-Ŝ"-�*'121ň��-12�'+.-02�,2*7ŉ�,#4#0��113+#�
2&�2�#6.#!2�2'-,1��0#�!*#�0ň
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Build and Nurture 
Relationships with 
Virtual Colleagues

3.

Check in on personal matters.

When you’re managing employees who are in different time zones or on different schedules, it’s easy to 
feel that you need to squeeze in time or rush to get to the high-priority business first. But before you get 
down to it, start the conversation with “How are things going?” or “How was your weekend?” or “Have 
any fun plans?” Taking a few minutes to check in on things that matter to your UFBN outside of work lets 
them know that you care, builds trust, and can help them feel more connected to you as a boss—even 
from miles away. 

Ask questions, solicit opinions, and listen effectively.

A lot of relationshipŜbuilding and ideation can occur during coffee breaks or passing conversations in the 
hallway. Virtual employees are often accidentally left out of the loop both socially and around important 
project discussions. Not only does this hurt engagement, but you might also miss out on valuable 
information or insight they could offer. Make a habit of reaching out to virtual colleagues for their opinions, 
and encourage them to also reach out proactively. If you have an impromptu meeting with part of your team 
in the hallway, circle back with virtual team members to update them or see if they have anything to add. 

Virtual leaders must make themselves available, be intentional with starting conversations, and constantly 
be honing their listening skills. Without the benefit of “seeing someone around” in person and the body 
language and eye contact that comes with it, it can be challenging to truly understand how remote workers 
are feeling. Ask questions to get them to articulate what’s on their mind, listen for their values, and then use 
what you learn to tailor your approach.

Extend opportunities for social connection and celebration 
to your virtual colleagues.

Relationships frequently come down to the little things. When company milestones are reached and 
remote employees aren’t able to physically participate in the celebrations, try video chatting them so 
they can be there virtually. If you can’t reward their hard work by taking them out to lunch, send them an 
eGift card to show your praise and appreciation. Depending on budgets, offer to fly them into town for 
the company holiday party. These little connections form the foundation of strong, trusting relationships, 
which in turn make a big difference later on when there’s organizational change or projects get tough.
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Communicate Expressively 
for Clarity and Engagement

4.

Make sure your voice is congruent with your message.

In the virtual medium, it’s easy to be misconstrued since nonverbal social signals are limited. Reading 
between the lines can be hard and people may be hesitant to clarify your intentions. Pay close attention 
to word choice and tone. Ask yourself, “What do I want my audience to think or feel? Is the way I’m 
communicating aligned with my intention?” For high-stakes communications, it’s a good idea to practice 
with a colleague over the phone. Tell them your intention and ask them to give you feedback on the tone of 
your delivery. Is your inspirational message coming across as preachy? Your energy as agitation? Better to 
know in advance.

Slow down, use pauses, and pay attention to vocal tone and variety.

We’ve all been in virtual meetings or webinars where the presenter drones on in a flat, monotone voice 
over a PowerPoint, speaks so quickly or quietly that you have to strain to hear, or has what you might 
call a—unique—vocal quality that inspires you to download the slides and log off. Slowing down, using a 
warm vocal tone, and embracing pauses will allow others to truly listen and understand your presentation. 
Remember that your physical demeanor can seep into your vocal tone. For example, smiling while speaking 
will add a measure of friendliness to your voice, while standing up and walking around will add energy. 
Conversely, slumping in your chair compresses your diaphragm and adds undertones of stress.

Don’t underestimate the value of email.

�!!-0"',%�2-���ĄĂăĉ�1304#7� 7��3 1.-2ŉ�ĉćĒ�-$�.0-$#11'-,�*1�.0#$#0�2-�31#�#+�'*�5&#,�!-++3,'!�2',%�
$-0� 31',#11�.30.-1#1ň��2ő1�3,"-3 2#"*7�',%0�',#"�',�2-"�7ő1� 31',#11�!3*230#ŉ��,"�'2�!�,� #�#620#+#*7�
!-,4#,'#,2�'$�.�'0#"�5'2&�120�2#%'!�50'2',%ň��&#,�!-++3,'!�2',%�4'��#+�'*ŉ�+�)#�130#�7-3�$-!31�-,�
.0-4'"',%�-,*7�5&�2�7-30�0#�"#0�,##"1�2-�),-5ŉ�31#�&#�"*',#1�2-�',!0#�1#�0#�"� '*'27ŉ��,"�.32�7-30�)#7�
+#11�%#�-,�2-.ş',�$�!2ŉ�'$�7-3�!�,ŉ�"#!'"#�7-30�ĔĂ�2�)#�5�7��,"�+�)#�'2�2&#�$'012�*',#�-$�7-30�#+�'*ň�
�#+#+ #0�2&#1#�25-�5-0"1Ŋ�!*#�0��,"�!-,!'1#ň���12*7ŉ�.0--$0#�"� #$-0#�7-3�&'2�1#,"Ō��&#0#��0#�$#5�2&',%1�
+-0#�$03120�2',%�2&�,�0#�"',%���27.-Ŝ0'""#,�#+�'*ŉ�),-5',%�2&#�.#01-,�5&-�1#,2�'2�"-#1,ő2�2&',)�7-3ő0#�
5-02&�2&#�2'+#�-$���1#!-,"�0#�"Ŝ2&0-3%&ň
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Did you know that 
79% of professionals 
work on virtual 
teams, yet 84% do 
not feel prepared for 
today’s virtual work 
requirements?

Ariel’s experienced facilitators can help your employees develop an 
awareness of their strengths and challenges relating to virtual presence—and 
give them practical tools and coaching to improve. Our highly experiential 
approach to virtual presence is grounded in our vPRES model:

We Can Help

Reaching Out

•  Builds trusting
relationships

•  Asks questions and
solicits opinions

•  Uses strong listening
skills

•  Shows empathy and
understanding

Expressive

•  Voice, body, facial
expressions and
message are congruent

•  Communicates with
energy and passion

Self-Knowing

•  Self-confident and
prepared virtual
interactions

•  Has an awareness
of strengths and
challenges in
communicating
virtually and the
courage and focus to
keep working on them

Present

• Focused on the now
• Flexible and adaptable
•  Aware of what is

happening in the
virtual room

•  Structures a meeting
environment for others
to be virtually present
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Want to see how Ariel can help your 
virtual team thrive? Explore our Virtual  
program or contact us today to learn more.   
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